
ÖLFLEX® TRUCK 170 TWIN

Battery cable and battery charging cable for tail lifts

Application
Battery cable used in between 
the power source and the 
end-user, e.g. from battery to 
the motor of tail lift. In addition 
to the easy handling and 
mounting of the cable there are 
a lot of other advantages for 
different actions. 

Special Feature
Polarity identifi cation is 
possible without stripping the 
sheath and an external marking 
(the plus pole is marked on the 
outer sheath). This prevents to 
connect the wrong cable. 
Additional advantages are: less 
abrasion of the sheath, fl exible 
cores, cores do not brush after 
stripping, quick and easy to 
crimp.

Note
• Double sheathed version, 

extremely rough and 
therefore to lay without 
corrugated tubes! 

• Very strong connection but 
nevertheless a wire separa-
tion by hand is possible. 

ÖLFLEX® TRUCK 170 TWIN 
PLUS
LAPP-Article-No.: 7027 556
This cable combines all 
advantages of the ÖLFLEX® 
TRUCK 170 TWIN and has 
additionally  2 fi ller strands of  
0,5 mm². These strands can be 
used as feedback to the charge 
station in case of constant 
charge control.

Further measurements or 
versions on request !

Cable Make-up
Fine strands of plain copper 
wires, PVC-based core 
insulation, outer sheath of a 
special PVC-based compound, 
black.
 

Technical Data

 Minimum bending radius for
15 x cable diameter

 Temperature range:
-40 °C up to +85 °C (fi xed)
application range class A

 Nominal voltage
75 V DC

 Conductor resistance:
max. 0,554 at 20 °C

 Test voltage:
3000 V AC

 Insulation resistance:
10 MOhm x km
 

Part number Description Colour code Outer dimensions mm Copper weight kg/km on request

7027 055  PVC/PVC 2 x 6,0  red/black  15,2 x 7,1  120
7027 056  PVC/PVC 2 x 10,0  red/black  18,8 x 8,9  200
7027 057  PVC/PVC 2 x 16,0  red/black  21,0 x 10,0  320
7027 058  PVC/PVC 2 x 25,0  red/black  25,6 x 12,3  500
7027 059  PVC/PVC 2 x 35,0  red/black  28,0 x 13,5  700  *
7027 054  PVC/PVC 2 x 50,0  red/black  33,0 x 16,0  1000  *
7027 052  PVC/PVC 2 x 70,0  red/black  37,8 x 18,4  1400  *

7027 079  PUR/PVC 2 x 35,0  red/black  28,0 x 13,5  700  *
7027 049  Rubber insulated 2 x 35,0  black/black (printed)  21,8 x 10,4  700  *

7027 556  PVC/PVC 2 x 10,0 + 2 x 0,5 10,0 mm²: red/black 
0,5 mm²: white/brown

 21,8 x 10,4  210

* further measurements on request !
No cutting costs are charged for standard lengths (50, 100, 500, 1000 m).
Please advise the lengths you require (e.g. 1 x 500 m drum or 5 x 100 m coil).
Coils < 30 kg, drums > 30 kg.
Copper base: 150,- Euro / 100 kg
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